Early Warning for Wednesday, 21 October 2020
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
DONORS: Fox Company reports that Leftists have created a
website that maps out donors to the Trump campaign.
Although not likely the intention of the site, mapping of
political opposition could be used by a more established
insurgency to carry out acts of coercion or political violence.
VOTING: A southeastern chapter of the SRA denounced voting
as an effective tool to combat alleged fascism. Far Left rhetoric
denouncing the efficacy or security of the American electoral
process seeks to undermine public confidence in peaceful
democratic systems and recruit from disaffected populations
fed up with normal political mechanisms.
DOXXING: Far Leftists created and disseminated a
spreadsheet of Portland officers with identifying information.
The log lists publicly known information--such as rank and
badge number. We previously reported that Far Leftists were
calling for more organized doxxing of Portland area police that
appears to be coming to fruition. Further intelligence gathering
of officers’ home addresses, family, and off-duty monitoring
would indicate an even more advanced intelligence capability.

ANALYST COMMENT: The Far Left proto-insurgency has, so far,

been largely reserved to major metropolitan areas. Of note, Far Left
violence and riots have erupted in smaller towns, but have typically
fizzled out--likely lacking the logistic support necessary for sustained
unrest. A concerted mutual aid campaign moving into smaller towns
would be the first step in building popular support outside of the
aforementioned major cities. If successful, it could develop into a
more expansive rural logistic network in metropolitan peripheries.
Smaller cities could serve as safe havens for urban militants to evade
law enforcement and develop their operational capabilities. Of note,
sustained insurgencies around the globe often rely on a rural
infrastructure to sustain operations against government forces.
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